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Abs t r ac t .  In this paper we propose a conceptual-based approach to 
meta-modeUing as a technique in which modelling knowledge can be ex- 
pressed. Our approach claims to be sufficiently flexible and to homogenize 
the construction of meta-models, independently of the field of applica- 
tion. Besides, the components of meta-models have been thought up for 
improving the properties of adaptability, understandability and usabil- 
ity. A meta-model is defined as a perspective, a system of concepts and 
a so-called conceptual support. A conceptual support is, in essence, an 
IS-A hierarchy of concepts whose purpose it is to establish the specifica- 
tion elements that can be used to construct models. In order to illustrate 
the different notions that appear in the paper we present two examples 
of meta-models (statecharts and data flow diagrams) taken from two 
different application fields. 

1 Introduct ion 

Meta-modell ing,  as a technique in which modelling knowledge can be expressed, 
has been independently analysed by some authors. Perhaps CASE-tools is the 
field in which it has had most applications (see, for instance, [20] and [12]), al- 
though recta-modell ing has also been studied in other fields such as, for example, 
Interoperable Information Systems [15] and for comparing formalisms for user 
interface specification [5]. 

The techniques used in each of these fields are of a distinct nature since they 
are guided by different goals. For example, in the field of CASE tools the m e t a -  
modelling techniques are used to enable a flexible customization of the methods 
in CASE [12]. In the case of Interoperable Information Systems, one goal is to 
facilitate the definition of data  model translations [15]. In the third application 
field tha t  we have indicated as an example, the goal would be to facilitate the 
comparison of notations regarding, for example, their descriptive power [5]. 

Despite these differences, in all cases the approach consists in representing 
modelling knowledge by means of a meta-model,  where a meta-model  is a con- 
ceptual schema of the objects constituting the method, data  model or notation, 
depending on the case. However, quite varied techniques are used to construct a 
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meta-model. Some authors make use of semantic data models as a basis for the 
meta-models ([19], [17], [22]), whereas others make use of theoretical formalisms 
([1], [5]), generalization hierarchies [15] or task structures [22]). 

The variety of techniques not only makes the comparison and integration 
of which the authors propose extremely difficult but it also makes it difficult 
to obtain the high degree of conectivity between systems required by current 
technological developments (heterogeneous data base, interoperability, federated 
and distributed systems, open systems, e tc . ) .  

In order to palliate the aforementioned difficulties it will be necessary to 
develop a meta-modellization technique which should gather and unify aspects 
abstracted from the particular systems to which they are applied. For this rea- 
son, flexible and versatile conceptions and tools must be used so that they can be 
applied to different fields. With this, as a by-product, a feasible frame for gath- 
ering meta-modellization proposals of the literature would be obtained, making 
way for carrying out analyses and comparisons between them. 

In this paper we present an approach which aims to advance in the above- 
mentioned lines. Specifically, we introduce a conceptual-based framework in 
which meta-modelling of different tasks can be achieved in a homogeneous way. 

This paper is organised as follows. The next section is an overview of our 
approach explaining the main characteristics of meta-models. In section 3 we 
define our notion of concept which is used as an epistemological primitive for 
knowledge representation. The two following sections are aimed at explaining 
two components of meta-models: the system of concepts and the conceptual 
support (a key component of our approach). Section 6 introduces our notion of 
a meta-model together with the definition of a model. In section 7 we discuss 
related works and, finally, conclusions and plans for future work are presented 
in section 8. 

In order to illustrate the versatility of our proposal practically we will present 
two examples taken from two different fields: a meta-model of statecharts [7], 
[6] and a support of Data Flow Diagrams [11]. 

2 O v e r v i e w  

In the development of our approach we have taken into account the three ab- 
straction levels which are considered in [22]. The least abstract level, called 
application level, is concerned with the development of a specific application. 
The next level of abstraction, which is called method level, is concerned with 
defining the application level; the models constructed at this level are called 
meta-models. Lastly, the highest level of abstraction, which is called axiomatic 
level, is concerned with defining the method level. At each level, as an orthogo- 
hal dimension, it is necessary to distinguish between the way of modelling (type 
of models to be used) and the way of working (how the modelling process is 
structured and carried out). 

The conceptual-based framework we present establishes a way of expressing 
knowledge of the method level so that  it is situated at the axiomatic level and 
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P E R S P E C T I V E  OF STATECHARTS 
Sta techar ts  are a visual formalism for specifying the behaviour of complex reactive systems. 
They extend to classical s ta te  transit ions principally in three ways: hierarchy, concurrency and 
broadcast  communication.  Hierarchy allows a s ta te  to be AND/OR-decomposed into several 
substates .  A s ta te  which is OR-decomposed into several substates  must  be in only one of its 
substates .  On the contrary, a s tate which is AND-decomposed into several subs ta tes  must  be 
in all of i ts  substates.  Transitions from states can be clustered. A transi t ion originat ing at  the 
boundary  of a s ta te  applies to all its substates. History states allow a previous visit  to a s ta te  
' to  be remembered' .  

Fig. 1. Perspective of the statecharts meta-model 

can be viewed as a meta-meta model. In this paper, we will draw our attention 
to the way of modelling, bearing in mind that a conceptual perspective can also 
be used to describe the way of working. 

Our approach claims to be sufficiently flexible and to homogenize the con- 
struction of meta-models at the method level, independently of the field of appli- 
cation. We also consider it essential for the meta-models to satisfy the properties 
of adaptability, understandability and usability in order to facilitate the work at 
the application level. 

The meta-models must be, on the one hand, customizable [20], in the sense 
that a meta-model could be adapted to different situations and to particular 
necessities. 

On the other hand, we consider that the proper meta-model should also 
be easy to use. In the literature the usability is proposed as a property which 
must be held by the resulting system ([21], [16]). However, we think that it is 
a demandable property for the actual methods and tools used for modelling a 
system. In this way, the five usability attributes Nielsen describes in  [16] can 
be reinterpreted in our context and can therefore be desirable properties for the 
meta-models (easy to learn, efficient to use, easy to remember, few errors and 
subjectively pleasing). Lastly, since the person that constructs a meta-model 
(meta-analyst, according to [8]) is different from the person that will use it 
(analyst [8]), understandability is another property to encourage in the meta-  
models [13]. In this way, an analyst will be able to understand a meta-model 
without needing previous specific knowledge. 

The several elements of a meta-model, which are described in more detail in 
the next sections, have been thought up for improving the properties we have 
just quoted. In order to facilitate the understanding of a concrete meta-model, it 
must firstly contain a brief description explaining its perspective. The description 
must contain, for example, the application field, a general description of the 
models that can be constructed by means of the meta-model, their utility, etc. 
These descriptions are aimed not only at presenting the purpose of the meta- 
model but also at centering the context so that the analyst can understand the 
concepts formalized in the system more easily. In figure 1 a simplified perspective 
of the statecharts meta-model is presented. 

A meta-model also contains a system of concepts which is composed of all 
the concepts representing aspects related to the meta-model. The main goal of 
the system of concepts is to present, as accurately as possible, the meaning of 
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the elements or components the meta-model provides so that the analyst can 
use it efficiently and without errors. 

The main component of a meta-model is the support. In essence, it is an 
IS-A hierarchy of concepts, previously formalized in the system of concepts, 
whose purpose it is to establish the specification elements that can be used to 
construct models. The hierarchized concepts have associated attributes, which 
satisfy an inheritance property. We consider that the support is a simple enough 
structure and thus it is easy to understand and easy to use. Besides, a support 
facilitates the adaptation of a meta-model to different situations thanks to it 
being quite flexible. In order to adapt a meta-model, several mechanisms can be 
used such as, for example, refinement (specializing an existing source concept), 
extension (adding new source concepts), pruning (removing existing concepts) 
or modification of the attributes associated to the concepts. 

Lastly, a meta-model must also contain the definition of the models that can 
be constructed with the support. This definition will be included, as another 
concept, in the system of concepts. 

In order to facilitate the analyst with the use of a meta-model, it may be 
convenient for there to exist a document in which the meta-model will be spec- 
ified (speci]ica~ion document, from nosy on). The suitability of this document is 
independent of whether there exists or not an automatic tool for the use of the 
meta-model. As we describe the elements of a meta-model we will also indicate 
how they must be included in the specification document. 

We consider that one of the main features of our proposal is that objects and 
relationships are treated uniformly in the meta-modelling process. This feature 
also appears in the Predicator Set Modelling Technique (PSM) [9] and in the 
Telos knowledge representation language [14]. However,, an important difference 
between PSM and our proposal is that in PSM only entity types can act as 
subtype, whereas in our approach relationship types also can be hierarchically 
structured. With regard to Telos, let us notice that, while Telos rests on the 
single notion of 'proposition', our primitive notion is that of concept. We use the 
notion of concept because we consider it to be close to human knowledge and 
therefore it improves the usability and understandability of meta-models. 

In order to test the versatility of our framework we have used it for con- 
structing meta-models of formalisms which have been proposed in the literature 
corresponding to two different application fields: user interface specification and 
information modelling. To be precise, we have defined meta-models for several 
user interface specification formalisms (Transition Diagrams, Statecharts, Petri 
Nets with Objects, etc.) and for two information modelling techniques (Data 
Flow Diagrams and Entity/Relatioship). 

We have also defined a meta-model formalizing our actual meta-meta model. 
The presentation of this formalization could have been the goat of this paper, 
however, we have considered it more suitable to present the use of meta-models. 
We have not even included the support corresponding to the formalization in 
this paper due to problems of space; not only of the size of its specification but 
also because it would force us to explain supplementary definitions. 
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Besides, we have also defined two new meta-models for user interface speci- 
fication which has been used for developing applications under a contract with 
TelefSnica S. A. and FundaciSn FormaciSn y Tecnolog/a within projects partially 
supported by FEDER. The two meta-models were adapted to our particular 
necessities and were succesfully used for designing and specifying several appli- 
cations. These experiences have been useful to check that the meta-models are 
easy to adapt, understand and use. 

3 C o n c e p t  a s  E p i s t e m o l o g i c a l  P r i m i t i v e  

Nowadays, there exists a clear trend in Knowledge Modelling which makes use of 
concepts as epistemological primitives. However, throughout the literature forms 
of concepts and, consequently, use are varied. The structure by which a concept 
is presented can be simple, as in the case of Sown [18], or complex, as in the 
case of Kangassalo [10], due to the presence of several knowledge components. 
Our form is closer to Sown, although with different nuances in order to increase 
understandability without losing usability. 

Following the ideas of Sowa [18], we consider that concepts are mental repre- 
sentations of objects of the application domain (or universe of discourse). How- 
ever, Sown specifies a concept by means of a type label and a referent, whereas 
we represent a concept by using a name and a description (optionally, only 
one of these elements can be omitted). A name is a linguistic object (that is, 
a grammatically correct expression in written natural language) which is used 
with the intention of naming what the concept represents. A description is a 
linguistic object which is used with the intention of describing what the concept 
represents. 

So as to facilitate the language, concept will be used to refer to a linguistic 
representation of a mental representation as well as to the mental representation 
itselfi We make distinctions between non-named  concept, non-described concept 
and ful l  concept, understanding by full concept one which is specified by means 
of a name and a description. In order to formally specify a non-described con- 
cept, a non-named concept or a full concept, the following syntax will be used 
respectively: (name)**, *(description)* or (name)*(description)*. 

The symbol * is considered as a reserved symbol which delimits the descrip- 
tion. If the name is composed of several words, the words will be joined by the 
underscore reserved symbol (_). Several examples of full concept specifications 
are included in the system of concepts we have constructed of the statecharts 
(see figure 2). 

A full concept must be used when, and only when, the name does not allow 
it to recognize, without ambiguity, the object represented by the concept. For 
example, the notion of IS-A hierarchy has been used in literature with different 
interpretations [4], two of them are: 

�9 IS_.A_connection *relation between two generics so that one is less general 
than the other* 
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�9 IS.A_connection *relation between an individual and a generic so that the 
individual is describable by the general description of the generic* 

For this reason in a concrete situation it is necessary to represent the notion of 
IS-A hierarchy as a full concept in order to determine the exact interpretation 
used for the concept. In short, each concept must be specified so that what it 
represents may be recognised without ambiguity. 

Like Sowa [18], we differentiate individual concepts from generic concepts. An 
individual concept represents a concrete object in the domain of discourse and a 
generic concept represents a generic element of a category. Besides, we will say 
a concept CI is an instance of a generic concept C~ if C1 represents an element 
of the category generically represented by C2. For example, the specialization 
relationship existing between the generic concepts 'mammal' and 'animal' is an 
instance of the 'IS_A_connection' concept we have indicated firstly in the previous 
example. Let us notice that an' instance of a generic concept can be an individual 
or a generic one. 

According to the above, from our perspective the perception of one concept 
can be found at three different levels of abstraction: the level of ideas, the level of 
linguistic representation of ideas and, lastly, the level of linguistic representation 
of the ideas' instances. 

4 System of Concepts 

The construction of a meta-model requires, among other things, conceptualis- 
ing the elements perceived in a method or notation. We will call the resulting 
family of concepts system of concepts. Its function, hke a dictionary, consists in 
accurately establishing the different notions an analyst must know in order to 
use the method or notation. The goal we pursue with this is to make the use 
and understanding of the meta-models easier. 

When the meta-analyst establishes a system of concepts, he assumes that 
the analyst has a certain previous epistemological knowledge. For this reason, 
to describe a concept he can make use of epistemological concepts, that is, non- 
described concepts which belong to common knowledge. Starting out from this 
knowledge, the meta-analyst constructs further concepts which represent new 
knowledge he considers the analyst must acquire. 

In a system of concepts we make a distinction between primitive concepts and 
derived concepts. A primitive concept is based only on epistemological knowl- 
edge, whereas a derived concept is based on knowledge the analyst acquires 
trought the system of concepts. A primitive concept can be described or non- 
described. A non-described primitive concept is an epistemological concept ex- 
plicitly stated in the system because it is considered an essential component 
of the meta-model. If a primitive concept is described, the description will be 
written in epistemological terms. For example, the concept 'reactive..system' is a 
described primitive concept of the statecharts system of concepts (see figure 2). 

A derived concept is always described and the description will contain, be- 
sides epistemological concepts, primitive concepts or derived concepts of the 
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system. In short, from these definitions, it follows that the interpretation of a 
derived concept is always based on the interpretation of other concepts of the 
system. This leads us to consider a notion of derivation relationship between 
concepts of a system. A concept C1 is directly derived from another concept C2 
if the description of C1 contains the name of C~. The relationship of derivation 
is the transitive closure of the direct derivation relationship. For example, in 
figure 2 it can be observed that the concept 'hierarchy..relation' is derived from 
the concept 'reactive_system'. The derivation relationship suggests to the ana- 
lyst a suitable order in which he could acquire new knowledge. For example, it 
is convenient to try to understand the concept 'reactive_system' before trying to 
understand 'hierarchy_relation'. This is precisely the criterion we have used to 
sort out the system of concepts in figure 2. 

In order to facilitate the analyst with the acquisition of knowledge, circu- 
larities (two concepts simultaneously derived from each other) must be avoided 
in a system of concepts. However, in order to increase the understandability, we 
consider it convenient to admit circularities in certain situations. This is the case 
of definitions which are, in essence, recursive. In any case, it is necessary to make 
sure that the concepts involved in the circularity can be correctly interpreted. 
For example, we consider that the recursive concept 'expression *number, vari- 
able or algebraic operation between expressions*' is correctly described since it 
allows us to simply and accurately determine whether something is an expression 
or not. 

Let us notice that a system of concepts can be seen as a knowledge base, from 
which automatic inferences can be made, within a knowledge representation sys- 
tem. Along this line, we have developed a prototype, using Lisp as programming 
language, in which the derivation graph of a system of concepts is determined 
in a semi-automatic way. By means of this graph the prototype can automati- 
cally deduce several properties of the system. For example, among other things, 
it calculates the primitive concepts and the derived ones, it determines if there 
exists some circularity, and it calculates the concepts from which a given concept 
is derived. 

A system of concepts can also contain principles determining the behaviour 
of the concepts. A principle is generally a non-named concept which establishes 
a condition. We will use principles basically to specify constraints regarding the 
instances of the generic concepts. A principle can be associated with a concept 
or can be related to several concepts. For example, in figure 2 the 'statechart' 
concept has five associated principles, one of which establishes that two different 
states of a statechart cannot have the same set of substates. 

In figure 2 we have specified the principles by means of natural language with 
the aim of facilitating their interpretation. At present we are defining a formal 
language for this specification. 

A system of concepts is specified as a list of concepts, each one of which is 
indicated following the syntax previously given. The concepts can be ordered in 
two ways: alphabetically or in such away that, for each concept, all the concepts 
from which it is derived are specified first (except in the case of circularity). This 
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S Y S T E M  O F  C O N C E P T S  
reactive_system *sys tem charac ter ized  by being,  to  a large ex ten t ,  e v e n t - d r i v e n ,  
con t inuous ly  hav ing  to  reac t  to  external  and in te rna l  s t imul i*  
state *s t a t e  of a r eac t ive  sys tem* 
hierarchy_relation *re la t ion  between a s t a t e  s and  a set  of s t a t e s  so t h a t  the  
se t  of s t a t e s  represen ts  a decompos i t ion  of s* 
sl_is-snbstats_of-s 2 *s ta t e  s 1 wi th  other  s t a t e s  represent  a decompos i t i on  of a 
s t a t e  s2* 

sl-is-descendent_of..s 2 *s t a t e  s l  is a subs t a t e  of a s t a t e  s2 or Sl is  a s u b s t a t e  
of  a s t a t e  which is a s u b s t a t e  of ano the r  s ta te ,  and  so on unt i l  f inding,  a f te r  a 
f in i te  n u m b e r  of s teps ,  a s t a t e  which is a s u b s t a t e  of s2* 
Sl-iS.Juperstate_of-a 2 *state s 2 is a substate of a state Sl* 
Sl_is-ancestor_of.a 2 *state s I is a superstars of a state s 2 or 81 is a superstate 
of a state which is a superstate of another state, and so on until finding, after 
a finite number of steps, a state which is a superstars of s2* 
or-state *state which is a superstate of others states, so that, when the reac- 
tive_system is in the state it is in only one of the substates of the state* 
and-state *state which is a superstate of other states, so that, when the re- 
active_system is in the state it is simultaneously in all the substates of the 
s t a t e *  
root *s ta t e  which is not  a s u b s t a t e  of any o the r  s t a t e*  
basic *s ta t e  w i t h o u t  subs t a t e s*  
history *ent i ty  t h a t  represen ts  the subs ta t e  mos t  recent ly  v is i ted  of an or_sta te* 
history-state_relation *re la t ion  between an o r . s t a t e  and  a h is tory  so t h a t  the  
h i s to ry  represen ts  the  s u b s t a t e  most  recent ly  v is i ted  of t h a t  o r . s t a t e  * 
history_is_contained_in..state *his tory  is h i s to ry  s t a t e  r e l a t ed  wi th  a s t a t e *  
default_relation *re la t ion  between a s t a t e  and a set  of en t i t i es  which are  de- 
s c e n d a n t s  of  the  s t a t e  or they  are his tor ies  con ta ined  in the  s t a t e  or  in the  
descenden t s  of the  s ta te ,  so tha t ,  when the sy s t em is in the  s t a t e  i t  is in  some 
of these  en t i t i e s  unless  o therwise  specified* 
expression *number ,  variable,  e r (v)  mean ing  cur ren t  value of express ion  v or 
op(Vl, v2) m e a n i n g  a lgebra ic  opera t ion  be tween express ions  v 1 and v2* 
condition *T s t a n d i n g  for t rue,  F s t and ing  for false, p r imi t ive  cond i t ion ,  in(s)  
m e a n i n g  to  be  in  a s t a t e  s, ny(e) meaning  not  to  have been ye t  an even t  e, uRv 
m e a n i n g  compar i son  be tween  expressions u and v be ing  R a symbol  of the  set  
{ = ,  (, }, ~ ,  <,  >} ,  or(e)  mean ing  current  value of condi t ion  c, c 1 ^ c 2 m e a n i n g  
con junc t ion  of cond i t ions  e 1 and c2, c 1 v e 2 m e a n i n g  d i s junc t ion  of cond i t i ons  
el  and  e2 or  "~el m e a n i n g  negat ion of condi t ion  e l*  
atomic_event *A m e a n i n g  null event ,  p r imi t ive  event,  t r ( e )  m e a n i n g  change  
f rom false  to  t rue  of condi t ion  e, I s ( c )  m e a n i n g  change  from t r u e  to  false of 
cond i t ion  e, ch (v )  m e a n i n g  change of value of express ion  v, sn(s) m e a n i n g  en te r  
to  s t a t e  s or  ez ( s )  mean ing  exi t  from s ta te  s* 
event *a tomic  event ,  e I A e 2 meaning  con junc t ion  of events  e I and  e2, e I V e 2 
m e a n i n g  d i s junc t ion  of events  e 1 and e 2 or e[e] m e a n i n g  event  �9 t h a t  occum 
whi le  cond i t ion  c is t rue* 
atomic_action *li mean ing  null action,  c := d mean ing  ass ign ing  the  value  of 
cond i t ion  d to  p r i m i t i v e  condi t ion  e or v := u mean ing  ass ign ing  the  value  of 
express ion  u to  var iable  v* 
action *a tomic  ac t ion  or a o ; a l ; . _ ; a n  m e a n i n g  sequence of ac t ions  a i  ( i  = 
O r ...~ n )*  
transition *change  f rom one s t a t e  to  ano the r  t r iggered  by an event  and  which  
p roduces  the  execu t ion  of an act ion* 
source *s t a t e  from which  a t r ans i t ion  occurs* 
tar#st *s t a t e  to  which a t r ans i t ion  leads or h i s to ry  t h a t  represen ts  a s t a t e  to 
which a t r ans i t i on  leads* 
states_related_with_transition *set formed by the source s t a t e s  of a t r an s i t i on ,  
by the  s t a t e s  which are a t a rge t  of the t rans i t ion  and by the  s t a t e s  h i s to ry  s t a t e  
r e l a t ed  wi th  the  h is tor ies  which are a t a rge t  of the  t r ans i t i on*  
statechart *set  of s ta tes ,  set  of histories,  set  of t r ans i t ions ,  set  of hierac-  
chy_rela t ions ,  set  of h i s to ry . s t a t e - re l a t ions  and set  of de fau l t - r e l a t ions*  
P r inc ip le  1. Two  different  s t a tes  cannot  have  the same set  of s u b s t a t e s  
P r inc ip l e  2. A s t a t e c h a r t  has  only one root  
P r inc ip le  3. The  set  of in i t i a l  s t a t e s  of a s t a t echa r t  is a max ima l  s t a t e  configu- 
r a t i on  of the  root  s t a t e  
P r inc ip le  4. A s t a t e  canno t  have two his tor ies  assoc ia ted  to i t  
P r inc ip l e  5. Only  an or_s ta te  may have a h is tory  assoc ia ted  to i t  

s o u r c e :  V] 
pag.  54 

in terp .  

func. p p 59 
[6] p 233 

func. p+  p 59 

in te rp .  
in te rp .  

p 59, 1.a 

p 59, 1.a 

p 59, l . a  

~6 60, 2.a 
] p 2 ~ S  

func. 7 P 59 

in terp .  
[6] p 236 

func. $ p 59 

p 59, 1.b 
int .  p 56, 3 

p 59, 1.c 
int .  p 56, 3 

p 59, 1.d 
int .  p 56, 3 

p 59, 1.e 
int .  p 56, 3 

p 59, 1.f 
int .  p 56, 3 

int .  p 59, 1.f 

int . ,  p 59 

p 59, 1.g 
p 59, 1.g 

in terp .  
func. w p 59 

int. ,  p 59 

F i g .  2 .  S y s t e m  of  c o n c e p t s  o f  t h e  s t a t e c h a r t s  m e t a - m o d e l  
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second criterion improves the learnability of the meta-model and at the same 
time enhances the understandability of the concepts. As we have said previously, 
in figure 2 we have used this criterion. The complete specification document of 
a meta-model should contain the two access ways to the concepts. 

The process of constructing a system of concepts is not easy. If t h e  meta- 
model corresponds to a method or notation which exists in the literature, then 
the recta-analyst should carry out an interpretation of what the authors propose 
in their papers. In this case it is advisable for each concept and principle to be 
specified together with a reference to the place from which it has been extracted: 
paper, page, section, etc. (see figure 2). This information would allow a control 
of quality to be carried out. 

5 C o n c e p t u a l  S u p p o r t  

A conceptual support, or simply a support, is a family of named generic concepts, 
which are contained in the system of concepts. These concepts are related to each 
other by specializations and attributions. The attributed concepts represent the 
components which can be perceived in a model (for example, states, transitions, 
hierarchy relations, etc.), whereas the attributive concepts represent the aspects 
we can or must use to specify these components. 

The attributed concepts are related to each other by specializations consti- 
tuting an IS-A hierarchy of concepts (that is, a directed acyclie graph with only 
one sink, where sink is a vertex with a zero external degree). Besides, the next 
principle must hold: 

Total specialization principle: Each instance of a non-source concept C in the 
support (that is, C is a vertex with a non-zero internal degree) is an instance of 
some specialization of C. 

Let us notice that, in the literature, the total specialization principle is not 
usually imposed (nor is any similar one) to the IS-A hierarchies (see, for ex- 
ample, [4], [3], [2] or [22]). However, we think that this principle increases the 
understandability of the structure and facilitates its management. Besides, this 
principle allows an IS-A hierarchy to be perceived as a classification (not nec- 
essarily disjoint), at several levels, of the instances represented by the source 
concepts. 

In our opinion, this is a main feature of our perspective. The components 
of the models of the application level will be represented only by instances of 
the source concepts. As for the non--source concepts, they should be understood 
as an organization of the source concepts. The purpose of these concepts is to 
improve the usability and, mainly, the adaptability. 

The concepts of the IS-A hierarchy are represented graphically by their name 
inside a rectangle. The specialization relationships are represented by an arrow 
from the suhconcept to the superconcept (see figure 3). 

Each concept of the IS-A hierarchy can be attributed by means of other 
concepts. These attributes, as we have said before, represent the specification 
elements of a model. For example, the concept 'entity' of the support in figure 3 
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Fig. 3. Support of the statecharts meta-model 

has the attribute 'symbol_of_entity' associated to it ('symbol_of_entity' appears 
abbreviated as 's_entity') which represents that each entity of a statechart must 
have an associated symbol, this symbol identifies the entity. In this example, the 
property generically represented by the attribute is simple and can be expressed 
by means of only one generic concept. Besides, each instance of the concept 
'entity' has only one instance of the attribute 's_entity' associated to it. This 
type of attribute will be called simpk, the relationship of attribution is said 
to be univalued. The simple attributes are represented graphically by means of 
an ellipse, and the relationship of attribution by means of a solid line from the 
representation of the attribute to the representation of the attributed concept. 

On the contrary, that is, if the property is complex and it is necessary to use 
some type of structure and, perhaps, several related generic concepts to represent 
it, the attributes will be called complex. For example, a complex attribute is 
necessary to represent that, in a statechart, a transition is described, among 
other things, by the set of symbols associated to its source states. In this case, 
the attribute is defined by means of a set structure (see support of figure 3). 
Generally, mathematical structures such as sets, ordered sets, tuples or multisets 
can be used, even semantic structures, like simple entity/relationship schemata. 
For simplicity, we will not give any further details of this type of attributes. 

The attributes satisfy an inheritance property according to which the at- 
tributes are considered to be inherited by all concepts more specialized than 
the ones they are attached to. Since a support is generally an acyclic graph the 
inheritance can be multiple, that is, inheritance from several distinct concepts. 
Let us notice that, although a concept can generalize to two different concepts 
with the same attribute, the attribute is inherited only once. 

The inheritance property provides several well-known benefits [3]. Inheri- 
tance allows natural redundancy to be abbreviated reducing the amount of rep- 
etitions in descriptions. At the same time, it provides an organization of the 
information that facilitates its location. 
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6 Conceptual Meta-Models 

We will define a conceptual meta-model as a perspective, a system of concepts 
and a support. Given a meta-model, a model in the application level is made 
up of instances of the source concepts from the support. Every instance of a 
source concept must be described through instances of the actual and inherited 
attributes of the concept. In addition, the model must fulfill the principles in- 
cluded in the system of concepts. It must be pointed out that a meta-model does 
not include specification rules of the models. Evidently, models must be repre- 
sented in one way or another, but a clear distinction should be made between 
the modelling concepts and their external notation [20]. 

A meta-model determines the modelling concepts, which can have different 
external notations associated to them. A meta-model together with some spec- 
ification rules for its models will be called a communicable meta-model. Thus, 
the chosen notation can be adapted to the particular necessities of a work envi- 
ronment and this still does not imply changing the meta-model. 

As models include only instances of the source concepts from the support, the 
definition of a notation basically lies in determining the representation associated 
with every source concept as well as the specification rules of their attributes. 

Sometimes the models represented by means of a meta-model have a dy- 
namic meaning associated to them. For example, the statecharts represent the 
behaviour of reactive systems, that is, the allowed sequences of system config- 
urations starting from an initial configuration. In these cases, the operational 
semantics of the models should be able to be specified. For this reason, a meta-  
model can also contain principles defining the dynamic of the models. The pr in-  
ciples of the figure 4 are a simplification of a subset of the principles of the full 
statecharts meta-model. 

7 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

Meta-modelling, as a technique in which modelling knowledge can be expressed 
[20], has been used mainly in the field of CASE tools. In this field there exist 
two outstanding proposals: GOPRR conceptual data model [11] (an evolutionary 
extension of OPRR [17]) and Predicator Set Modelling Technique (PSM) used 
as a specification technique for representing modelling knowledge ([20], [8]). 

Perhaps the main difference between the GOPRR technique and our ap- 
proach is that his view of the world is based on differentiating types of objects 
from types of relationships, making different use of each of them. On the con- 
trary, for the purpose of improving the flexibility and uniformity of the meta- 
modellization process, we do not establish this differentiation since our only 
primitive notion is that of concept. This uniform treatment can also be found 
in the Telos knowledge representation language [14]. Telos instead of using a 
concept-based approach, as we do, rests on the notion of 'proposition'. Making 
use of concepts we try to enhance the usability of the meta-models. 

In the case of PSM, although relationship types are considered a special type 
of objects, there exists a restriction according to which a relationship cannot 
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DYNAMIC OF STATI/~CHARTS 
principle.- The initial  system configuration is SC 0 = (X0 , / / 0 ,  00, ~0) where X0 is the set of 
init ial  s tates  of the statechart ,  H0 is the set of primitive events occurring at  the first t ime 
interval [a0, a l )  , 00 is the set of primitive conditions whose value is true at  [cq a l )  for some 
a > a0 and ~0 is a function such tha t  for a variable v ~0(v) = r if v 's  value is r in Is,  e l )  for 
some a >_ ~r 0. 
Principle.- In order to know the system reaction at an instant  a l  from a system configura- 
tion SC = (X,I-I,O,~), a step is abstract ly divided into microsteps. Given a micro system 
configuration, the system reaches a new micro system configuration by each microstep. 
Principls.- A transi t ion ~ is enabled under a #SC = (#X, pl l ,  #0, #~, #Y)  if t is s t ructural ly  
relevant to the s ta te  configuration #X td #Y and the event tha t  tr iggers the t ransi t ion occurs 
at pSC. A microstep from a pSC consists in considering a consistent sequence of t ransi t ions 
where each transi t ion is enabled under I~SC. 
principle.- A step from a $C -- (X, 11, O, ~) consists in considering a sequence of microsteps 
where the union of transi t ions considered in the microsteps is a maximal  s t ructural ly  consistent 
set 7 of transitions, tha t  is, the set formed by 3' together with any other  enabled transi t ion in 
the last microsystem configuration is not s t ructural ly  consistent. 

Fig. 4. Principles of the dynamic of the statecharts meta-model 

I DFD_concept 
"-... 

c~cription DFD ob'ec'r t DFD relationship 

I I { process I ~ process I ~ 

Fig. 5. Support of the Data Flow Diagrams meta-model 

be a specialization of another object, that is, relationships always act as 'pater 
farnilias' [9]. In our case (just like Telos) both objects and relationships can be 
hierarchically structured in the support. 

The support of a meta-model appears in figure 5. This me,a-model has been 
constructed starting from the GOPRR meta-model of Data Flow Diagrams de- 
scribed in [11]. The GOPRR meta-model contains a hierarchy of DFD_objects 
and two relationships between DFD_objects and Process (a specialization of 
DFD_object). Constructing the support of figure 5 we have hierarchized the two 
relationships giving rise to the hierarchy of DFD_objects. This hierarchy allows 
a similarity between DFD_objects and DFD_relationships to be expressed: in- 
stances of all DFD_concepts must have a name. 

Another difference between the two quoted meta-modelling proposals (GO- 
PRR and PSM) and our approach is that they use the notion of 'role' to describe 
the link between an object and a relationship. We do not use this notion since 
the role of each concept can be included in its description. In this way we do 
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not lose expressiveness, since the information can be expressed, and from our 
point of view the support is more simple and consequently more usable. Perhaps 
the problem of our proposal is that adaptabihty and reusability of concepts de- 
creases because we do not separate what the concept represents from the role 
that it plays in a particular case. 

Lastly, the different management that we make of complex objects such as 
set type, sequence type, and schema type [20] must be pointed out. Whereas 
the other approaches establish specific mechanisms for each type of complex 
objects (without a uniform treatment for them), we capture all these structures 
by means of complex attributes. For example, in figure 5 we have represented a 
schema type structure by using the attribute 'set_of_DFD_concepts' associated 
with the concept 'compound_process'. This attribute expresses the fact that a 
process can be recursively described by means of DFD_concepts. 

8 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  F u t u r e  W o r k  

Throughout this paper we have described a conceptual-based framework to con- 
struct meta-models. Its main characteristics are: 

�9 it claims to be flexible enough to be applied to different fields; 
* it encourages the properties of adaptability, understandability and usability 

in the meta-models. 
On the one hand, the flexibility is obtained using the concept as epistemologi- 

cal primitive. On the other hand, we have seen how the elements of meta-models 
have been thought up for improving the three aforementioned properties. 

We plan to extend this work along several lines: definition of a methodol- 
ogy for the construction of meta-models, definition of a formal syntax for the 
specification of the principles and use of the meta-models to compare different 
proposals of a given field. 
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